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Abstract
The fundamental geometrical aspects of motifs and patterns are identified, and

a systematic means by which textile and other surface patterns may be classifi-

ed with respect to the symmetry characteristics of their underlying structures is

explained and illustrated. 

1. Introduction
For much of the twentieth century design historians and theorists, as well as
anthropologists and archaeologists, restricted their studies of patterns on deco-
rated objects (including textiles) to broad ranging subjective commentary and
superficial analysis; cross-cultural considerations and comparisons were hinde-
red generally by the apparent lack of awareness of a procedure to systemati-
cally classify two-dimensional designs in a way which was both meaningful and
reproducible. A conceptual framework for the objective classification of two-
dimensional designs had however developed, from around the 1930s, due to
the efforts of several key researchers. An important early contribution was
made by H. J. Woods, a physicist working in the Textile Department of the
University of Leeds. During the 1930s a remarkable series of papers, authored
by Woods, was published in the Journal of the Textile Institute (Woods, 1935,
1936). Drawing on concepts which have their origin in the study of crystals,
Woods presented a comprehensive appraisal of symmetry in patterns. In fact,
Woods was the first to present the complete and explicit enumeration of the
two-colour, one- and two-dimensional patterns (i.e. two colour counter-change
border and all-over patterns). This visionary work was several years ahead con-
ceptually of the theoretical developments emanating from crystallographers
worldwide. Today, it is widely acknowledged that Woods helped to lay the
foundation for our current thinking on the geometrical characteristics of regular
repeating patterns and tilings (Washburn and Crowe, 1989). The development
of the conceptual framework initiated by Woods was furthered by a range of
interested scholars including Stevens (1984), Washburn and Crowe (1989),
Schattschneider (1990) and Hann and Thomson (1992). The work completed
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by Horne, during time spent as a PhD student at the
University of Leeds, is also worth a mention (Horne,
2000). Grunbaum and Shephard (1987), in their monu-
mental mathematical treatise Tilings and Patterns, charted
much of what is currently known mathematically about the
subject of tilings. A review of relevant literature, dealing
with the evolution of the basic mathematical thinking on
the subject, as well as the application of the principles of
geometrical symmetry to the analysis of patterns, was
made by Hann and Thomson (1992). The work of
Washburn and Crowe (1989) is of particular importance in
this latter subject area.
With the above considerations in mind the intention of this
paper is to present a fresh explanation of symmetry in
pattern, with the objective of stimulating design analysts in
their quest to analyse patterns. 

2. Fundamental Principles
When considering patterns from a geometrical viewpoint,
the term “symmetry” is generally introduced. All motifs and
patterns may be classified with respect to their symmetry
characteristics. Symmetry is an all encompassing term
that embraces four fundamental geometrical actions or
symmetry operations and their combinations. These four
symmetry operations are translation, rotation, reflection
and glide reflection. Each is explained below.
Translation, the simplest symmetry operation, is the repetition
either vertically, horizontally or diagonally of a figure or motif
at regular intervals while retaining exactly the same orien-
tation (Figure 1). An important characteristic of translation
is that there is no change in orientation of the motif.
Translation in one consistent direction results in a border
pattern and if carried out in two independent directions across
the plane results in the construction of an all-over pattern. 

Rotation is repetition at regular intervals round an imaginary
centre of rotation. Rotations are identified as divisions of
360 degrees. Motifs can exhibit rotation, as can border
and all-over patterns. In the case of patterns certain
restrictions apply. It is worth noting at this stage that only
rotations of orders two-, three-, four, and six-fold (corres-
ponding to 180 degrees, 120 degrees, 90 degrees and
60 degrees) are possible in the construction of all-over
patterns. A schematic figure with two-fold rotation is
shown in Figure 2.

Reflection is when repetition occurs across an imaginary
straight line (known as a reflection axis) producing a mirror
image. Reflection can be a characteristic of motifs, border
patterns and all-over patterns. A schematic figure with bila-
teral reflection is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 1: Trabslation

Figure 2: Two-fold Rotation

Figure 3: Bilateral reflection
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Glide reflection is when a motif or figure is repeated
through a combination of both translation and reflection in
association with a glide-reflection axis. A frequently cited
example in explanatory texts is the impression created by
foot prints on wet sand (Figure 4). 

A relevant schematic illustration is provided in Figure 5.

3. Motifs
Motifs are the fundamental building blocks of all patterns.
Alternative terms include finite figures, bounded figures or
point groups. Certain motifs are asymmetrical and do not
therefore exhibit any of the four symmetry operations.
Symmetrical motifs do not exhibit translation or glide
reflection, but may exhibit rotation and/or reflection. 
A convenient means of classification designates symmetri-
cal motifs into one of two categories: cn or dn. A class cn

motif is said to have n-fold rotational symmetry about a
fixed point. A fundamental unit (that is, the smallest consti-

tuent part) thus rotates n times round a centre of rotation,
or by successive rotations of 360/n degrees about a fixed
point. Schematic illustrations of c1, c2 and c3 motifs are
given in Figure 6. 

Motifs of category dn are characterised by the presence
of one or more reflection axis. Where more than one
reflection axis is present and thus intersecting through the
centre of the motif, rotation is generated. Intersecting
reflection axes thus create rotation. Class dn motifs have
n-fold rotational symmetry combined with n reflection axes.
A relevant schematic illustration, showing  d1, d2 and d4

motifs is provided in Figure 7. 

Figure 4: Footprints in Wet Sand

Figure 5: Glide-reflection

Figure 6: Shematic Examples of en Motifs

Figure 7: Shematic Examples of dn Motifs
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4. Border Patterns
Border patterns exhibit translation of a motif at regular
intervals in one direction only, as if trapped between two
imaginary parallel lines. Alternative terms include band,
strip, frieze or one-dimensional patterns. When the four
symmetry operations are combined a total of seven possi-
ble classes of border patterns result.  
The notation conventionally ascribed to border patterns is
of the form pxyz. The letter p prefaces each of the seven.
The letter x is the symbol which denotes 
symmetry operations perpendicular to the longitudinal axis 
of the border; m is used where vertical reflection is pre-
sent, or the number 1 where the operation is absent. The
third symbol, y, denotes symmetry operations working
parallel to the sides of the border; the letter m is used if
longitudinal reflection is present, the letter a if glide reflec-
tion is present or the number 1 if neither is present. The
fourth symbol, z, denotes the presence of two-fold rota-
tion; the number 2 is used if rotation is present and the
number 1 if rotation is not present. Each of the seven
classes of border patterns is illustrated schematically in
Figure 8, together with the relevant four-symbol notation. 
Class p111 patterns exhibit translation only. In addition to
translation, class p1a1 exhibits glide reflection, class
pm11 vertical reflection, class p1m1 horizontal reflection,
class p112 two-fold rotation, class pma2 vertical reflec-
tion, two-fold rotation and glide reflection, and class pmm2

horizontal and vertical reflection and two-fold rotation.

Figure 8: Illustration of the Seven Classes of Border Patterns



Figure 9 provides further examples of
each of the seven classes. 

Figure 9: Examples of the Seven Classes of Border Patterns
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Figure 10: Flow diagram to Aid the Identification of a Border Pattern´s Symmetry Class

The flow diagram provided in Figure
10 should be of value in identifying a
border pattern’s symmetry class. 
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5. All-over Patterns
All-over patterns are characterised by
translation in two independent direc-
tions across the plane. Alternative
terms include wallpaper designs,
two-dimensional patterns, and perio-
dic patterns. These designs employ
a further structural element: one of
five distinct lattice structures (known
as “Bravais lattices”, explained elsew-
here by Schattschneider, 1978).
Combinations of the four symmetry
operations, in association with these
lattice structures, will yield seventeen
possibilities. Associated with these
seventeen classes is a four figure
notation, which identifies the highest
order of rotation within the pattern
together with the presence (or
absence) of glide-reflection and/or
reflection. A full explanation of this
internationally accepted notation is
given elsewhere by Washburn and
Crowe (1988). Schematic illustrations
of all seventeen classes are given in
Figure 11. 

Figure 11: Illustrations of the Seventeen All-over Pattern Classes



Further illustrative examples are given
in Figures 12 to 16. 

Figure 12: Examples of All-over Pattern Without Rotation

Figure 13: Examples of All-over Pattern With Two-fold Rotation
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Figure 14: Examples of All-over Pattern With Three-fold Rotation

Figure 15: Examples of All-over Pattern With Four-fold Rotation
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Figure 16: Examples of All-over Pattern With Six-fold Rotation



Figure 17 should prove to be of value
in identifying an all-over pattern’s
symmetry class.

Figure 17: Flow Diagram to aid the Identification of an All-over Pattern´s Symmetry Class
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6. In Conclusion
This paper presents a concise summary of the more
important concepts deemed by the author to be of value
in the structural analysis of patterns. The basic symmetry
operations were explained, and the symmetry characte-
ristics of motifs, border patterns and all-over patterns were
identified.  An objective, systematic, and reproducible
means by which textiles and other surface patterns can be
classified by reference to their symmetry characteristics
has thus been developed. The potential of the system as
a worthwhile analytical tool is explored in part two of this paper. 
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